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Introduction


To work successfully in the cruise industry, operators should undertake
research to understand the cruise ship company’s target audience.
Each cruise ship caters for a different target market; thus you need to
understand these potential customers and their respective expectations.



If your goal is to have your product offered as a Shore Excursion (Shore-Ex)
it is important to be aware of the rules of engagement between your
business and the cruise ship companies.



For example: holding the appropriate licences and insurance; providing
appropriate nett rates and terms and conditions; tailoring/adapting your
product as required; and delivering on your service.

Cruise Distribution
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Today’s Traveller


Growth continues on the high-end luxury market with unprecedented
demand and interest in expedition travel, while the middle market tends to
decrease.



Travellers’ needs have changed significantly over the past decade. These
days, they are confidently independent; time, comfort, attentiveness, peace
and space are the new luxury goods; travellers want a hassle-free holiday.



They are looking for something more than a pre-packaged offering; they
want a more personalised experience and there’s a continued desire for
more shore excursions.



Cruise ships used to be a destination in themselves but these days, decisions
are being driven more by the port destinations than the on-board facilities.
Hobart is competing hard against other destinations.

Travellers seek choices around
nature
 retail opportunities
 soft adventure
 exclusive access


The International Cruise Passenger


mix of nationalities (decreasing North American, increasing number of
Europeans, South Americans and Asians)



generally well-travelled and sophisticated travellers



increasingly more active – they are keen to get out and explore



often repeat passengers (with significant brand loyalty to their chosen
cruise company)

The Australian (Domestic) Cruise
Passenger


is relatively new to cruising



constantly compares Shore-Ex (tour) prices with similar online product and
prices



is very happy to go off on their own as they feel they already know Australian
destinations



will purchase if the offer is compelling – that is, not something they would
ordinarily be able to experience



has preconceived ideas of Australian destinations so you will need to surprise
them and break down preconceived stereotypes/perceptions of Tasmania.

The Nature of Shore Excursions


These are the official on-shore tours offered by the cruise ship companies.



The Shore-Ex (tours) are pre-booked by the cruise passengers either at the
time of booking their cruise holiday, on-line pre-departure or on-board
prior to arrival in port.



Availability and content of Shore-Ex (tours) is generally determined by the
cruise ship companies through their Shore-Ex/ITO partner on a charter
basis, ensuring the tours offered are tailored to the needs of their particular
clients.



Once tours are agreed and contracted at the destination, the cruise ship
companies are able to offer a wide range of targeted pre-determined/
pre-costed programs which they then heavily promote prior to the ship’s
arrival at port.

The Nature of Shore Excursions


Shore-Ex (tours) are considered an extremely important revenue stream
for the cruise ship companies.



Participating in Shore-Ex programs ensures security for the
operator/supplier in that you know in advance anticipated numbers,
inclusions/exclusions, payment arrangements, and of course your
product is promoted to the passengers prior to the ship’s arrival in port.



Shore-Ex (tours) also provide security for the passengers. They are able
to familiarise themselves with the itinerary, inclusions, etc. prior to arrival;
they know the tours have been checked and are of high-quality; most
importantly, they are aware that the ship will wait for them if for some
reason the tour is held up; and the cruise ship company will address
issues on their behalf should they arise.

Shore Excursion trends


It has become increasingly challenging for the cruise ship companies to
encourage passengers to undertake a shore excursion.



The quality of cruise lines’ pre-cruise and on-board marketing/information
and the uniqueness of the Shore-Ex (tours) on offer are increasingly
important factors, thus offering a compelling tour with appropriate
inclusions and providing the ITO/Shore-Ex with enough in-depth and
appealing content to enable them to market your product effectively is
critical.



There has been a growth in FIT (independent) passengers, with domestic
passengers in particular making their own arrangements once they arrive
at the destination.



Cruise passengers are increasingly price and value conscious, however
they will still expect high quality tours.

Key points


Like any other niche market, the cruise ship market is not “lowhanging fruit”; it takes time, investment and research in order to
successfully attract this market.



Different cruise lines have different target markets.



Different nationalities travel with different cruise lines.



You need to keep evolving and be flexible.



It’s all about the experience. Try to carve a niche for yourself; don’t
just offer something that can be found in other ports/destinations; use
Tasmania’s strengths.



Work closely with the ITO/Shore-Ex to win the business. This is a
relationship building exercise and it takes time.



Not everyone has a product that is suitable for group sightseeing.



Not everyone on the ship wants to take a group sightseeing excursion.

Shore Excursions

Who are the key inbound tour
operators (ITO)/Shore-Ex companies?
Abercrombie &
Kent
Karen Davies
Head of Cruise

Melbourne
Email:
kleedavies@akorndmc.com
www.akorndmc-cruise.com

Bob Wood
Cruise group
Carmen Stevenson

GM Operations and Service
Delivery
Gold Coast
Email:
cruising@sthpactours.com.au
www.sthpactours.com.au

Intercruises
Martin Bidgood

Regional Director Australia

Sydney
Email:
m.bidgood@intercruises.com
www.intercruises.com

What is the Australian Cruise
Association (ACA)?


The ACA is the cruise industry marketing brand for Australia and the Pacific
region. It is made up of 93 members and represents regional ports, national
and state tourism agencies, ITOs/Shore-Ex and others dedicated to making
the region a major world-class base and destination for cruise vessels.



Each year the ACA holds an AGM and Cruise Conference, and attends
Seatrade, the largest cruise conference and trade show in the world. The
ACA also arranges famils to promote the destination to cruise ship
executives, produces an annual Economic Impact Assessment for the
cruise industry in Australia, and advocates on behalf of the industry to
government.
Contact: Jill Abel, General Manager
Phone: (03) 6223 7334
Email: ceo@australiancruiseassociation.com
www.australiancruiseassociation.com

Why do cruise ship companies use
an ITO/Shore-Ex partner?


It is too complex and time consuming for them to contact each individual
operator/supplier at each destination for each itinerary.



The geographic distance and time difference between the respective cruise
ship Head Offices and each port destination would make individual liaison
cost prohibitive.
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Ultimately the cruise ship companies need to utilise an intermediary to ensure
seamless coordination prior to and at the destination.



For this reason, the cruise ship companies task their ITO/Shore-Ex with overall
contracting and logistical control of the shore excursions being offered.



Although cruise ship companies tend to engage an ITO/Shore-Ex on an annual
basis, they do often utilise the same ITO/Shore-Ex over many years.



This enables them to offer their passengers the best itineraries and prices. It also
gives them peace of mind in that they know their passengers are going to be well
cared for, as the relationship between the tourism products (suppliers) and the
ITO/Shore-Ex strengthens over time.

What you will need to consider if you choose
to work with ITO/Shore-Ex


You must hold appropriate insurance and licencing.



You will need to be flexible due to factors outside the control of the cruise ship
companies i.e. weather conditions.



Be aware that ship departure times and itineraries may be amended at the last
minute, given all Tasmanian port arrivals are part of a larger itinerary.
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What you will need to consider if you choose
to work with ITO/Shore-Ex


Get familiar with the relevant regulations and security requirements
that need to be adhered to by both the ship and government
authorities. These may impact on the way the cruise companies may
offer your tour to their passengers.



Take into consideration that nett pricing and related commissions
correlate to the large numbers of passengers being delivered to you
by the cruise ship companies, and also reflect the logistics involved in
setting up and managing the programs and the fact that the Shore-Ex
(tours) are promoted to a large targeted audience at no cost to you.

Pricing your product when working
with an ITO/Shore-Ex


Remember the ITOs/Shore-Ex companies provide a valuable distribution and
coordination role; their relationship with the cruise ship company enables your
product to be fast-tracked directly to the cruise passengers.



Due to the complexity and comprehensive nature of the servicing the
ITO/Shore-Ex provides, the commission levels can be up to 30%. The cruise ship
company also receives a proportion of this commission. You provide nett rates
to the ITO/Shore-Ex.



The product and price you offer to the ITO/Shore-Ex should be an exclusive
offer wherever possible. Try to value-add or differentiate it somehow from
those products that you offer for sale to your other markets. In the event that
you can’t differentiate the package you sell to the ITO/Shore-Ex, you need to
ensure the price to the cruise passenger is no more than anyone else would
pay via any other channels.

What do you need to do ?


Set rates competitively and be consistent. Never set rates for an
ITO/Shore-Ex that result in your tour being more expensive than the retail
rate for the same tour unless you provide an additional value-add e.g. a
meal, a drink, a memento.



Include rate validity dates in all communications.



Outline cancellation charges if applicable. Remember these need to
take into consideration that changes may occur, and these are often
outside the control of the ITO/Shore-Ex and the cruise ship company.



Include child rates and applicable ages e.g. 3 – 14 years.



Have a Free of Charge (FOC) policy for groups that accommodates the
ITO/Shore-Ex appointed tour guide (usually one FOC for every 15 paying
passengers).

What do you need to do:


Be VERY clear on the inclusions and exclusions for your tour.



Include details relating to access and fitness levels.



Advise of minimum and maximum guest capacity – i.e. will you still run the tour with two
people?



Specify departure times and pick-up/drop-off points for all components of the itinerary.



Specify payment policy, ABN and bank account details. Note: payments are unlikely to
be receipted by you less than 30 days after travel.



Include any special conditions or block out dates well in advance, in writing.

Things you should NOT do:


Commissions should not be considered as a discount; it is a marketing
cost that enables you to work with the cruise ship companies. In short, it is
the price you pay the ITO/ Shore-Ex for making your product available to
‘their’ cruise passengers.

Other ways to be involved


There is a growing market for small group private tours, so contact the
Shore-Ex to explore options.



Private tours are a big part of any port visit so make sure your product
is readily available online.



‘Overlands’ (where cruise passengers take a tour from one port and
re-join the ship in another e.g. take a tour from Hobart to Burnie)
provide opportunities for operators further away from the ports.



Hotel programs (specifically for passengers arriving in the port of
cruise departure) may be an option in the future.

Directly targeting cruise passengers
prior to arrival


Ensure your website’s content is tailored toward cruise passengers, and that
it contains effective key words that will deliver search engine optimisation.



Ensure you communicate a level of confidence to cruise passengers, letting
them know of your experience, professionalism, knowledge of the
destination and understanding of the needs of the respective cruise ships.



Use Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and other social media sites; upload your
guest book comments online; and have your guests share their experiences
online via TripAdvisor.



Engage with sites such as Cruise Critic and provide suggested experiences
for potential clients.



Be prepared to adapt your product to suit the needs of the respective
cruise ship passenger profiles and logistics (e.g. departure times may vary).

Targeting the “Last Minute” passengers


Approximately 45% of passengers are not pre-booking tour options
prior to arriving in port. Once they arrive they make their way to
the Tasmanian Travel and Information Centre in Hobart.
For more information contact:

Emily Hopwood
Manager, Tasmanian Travel and Information
Centre (TTIC)
City of Hobart
T: (03) 6238 4299
M: 0427 345 464
E: hopwoode@hobarttravelcentre.com.au
www.hobarttravelcentre.com.au

2019 – 2020 Visiting Cruise Ships
CARNIVAL CRUISES
Shore Excursion Operator: Bob Wood Cruise Group
CARNIVAL SPLENDOR*

Passengers: 3012 Crew: 1150

Set to call Sydney Home as od December 2019, Carnival Splendor is the newest and largest ship
homeported year-around in Australia. The ship inaugurated a new cabin category for the line, the spa
cabin. A retractable sky dome covers Splendor's pool deck, which marked something new for Carnival
and remains the most notable example of the innovation within the fleet. It provides enough diversions
to appeal to everyone from kids to seniors.
Carnival Splendor sailings attract a majority of American passengers looking for close-to-home, valuepacked cruise vacations. While much of the clientele is U.S. based, the ship does attract a good
number of Canadian travellers, with a smattering of other nationalities. The ship attracts lots of families
and groups of as many as 80 people. The age spread is from retirees to kids in strollers. Shorter sailings
and itineraries that overlap with school holidays host the most kids onboard.

CARNIVAL SPIRIT

Passengers: 2,124 Crew: 930

Carnival Spirit has grown into one of Australians' favourite cruise ships. Like a true Aussie, it's laid-back,
fun and friendly. The mix of families, couples and singles work surprisingly well, with most children either in
the pool or out of sight in the kids clubs, and adults escaping to the 18+ Serenity Retreat. Spirit is based
year-round in Australia.

* Maiden Voyages

CELEBRITY CRUISES
Shore Excursion Operator: Intercruises

CELEBRITY SOLSTICE

Passengers: 2,852 Crew: 1,250

The Celebrity Solstice offers one of the most elegant and modern mainstream cruising experiences at sea.
This sophisticated ship delivers a contemporary cruise experience for all ages. The typical Celebrity
passenger is mid-50s, traveling as a couple, sophisticated and appreciative of the better things in life,
although the ratio of couples to families can shift during school holiday periods. This is Australia and New
Zealand’s highest rated cruise ship. Increasing number of Chinese passengers which are (anecdotally)
Australian nationals travelling with family from Hong Kong, Singapore or mainland China.
CRYSTAL CRUISES
Shore Excursion Operator: Abercrombie and Kent
CRYSTAL SERENITY

Passengers: 1070 Crew: 687

Crystal Serenity takes the best of big-ship cruising and the best of luxury travel, and combines them to
offer an upscale experience. Passengers are very well travelled and primarily in the 60-plus age range.
While many are repeat passengers, the line is trying to appeal to a broader demographic by offering
shorter itineraries (seven to 10 days), more diverse entertainment options and an array of dining venues as
well as marketing to families, particularly multigenerational groups. Crystal travellers are predominantly
North American, but the line also attracts travellers from Europe and other English-speaking countries,
such as the U.K., Australia, New Zealand and South Africa, along with other nationalities. The
demographic mix varies by itinerary.

CRUISE & MARITIME VOYAGES
Shore Excursion Operator: Intercruises
VASCO DE GAMA*

Passengers: 1,220 Crew: 550

With an enviable reputation and established following on the international cruise market, the
premium 1220 passenger Vasco da Gama joined the CMV fleet in April 2019. Combining
beautiful, contemporary decor with a more traditional cruise style, Vasco da Gama is small to
mid-size ship. This ships dedicated to both the German and Australasian cruise markets.
During the northern summer (May-October) the ship operates under CMV’s German brand and
during the Australian summer season (December-March) from Fremantle (Perth) and Adelaide,
offering a more traditional scenic cruise experience.

CUNARD LINE
Shore Excursion Operator: Bob Wood Cruise Group
QUEEN ELIZABETH

Passengers: 2,068 Crew: 996

As the name suggests, this vessel was built for royalty and offers a high-end premium experience
for guests. The annual world cruise draws a mixture from all over the globe, although there are large
numbers of well-heeled Americans and British. Shorter voyages also attract Americans and British, but
Cunard's ships are very successful in the Japanese and German markets, as well.

DREAM CRUISES
Shore Excursion Operator: Abercrombie and Kent
EXPLORER DREAM*

Passengers: 2,880 Crew: 1,300

Explorer Dream, the latest addition to the Dream Cruises fleet, was launched in April 2019. It will
homeport in Sydney and Auckland during the 2019/20 cruise season. This high-end/luxury cruise line
attracts the Asian rich market. 65% of the passengers are locals (China and Hong Kong).
OCEAN DREAM*

Passengers: 1,422 Crew: 550

HAPAG-LLOYD
Shore Excursion Operator: AOT
Those upmarket ships primarily serve Europe's German-speaking travellers (premium and luxury), but
it's also known to a more global cruise audience. Europa has long ranked as top-rated cruise ship.
EUROPA

Passengers: 408 Crew: 264

Despite the fact the ship was built in 1999, it is considered one of the older vessels in cruising’s luxury
niche and has undergone 3 major refurbishments. The ship’s itineraries are a sophisticated sightseer’s
dream.

FRED OLSEN CRUISE LINES
Shore Excursion Operator: Bob Wood Cruise Group
BOUDICCA*

Passengers: 880 Crew: 329

Boudicca, like other Fred. Olsen ships, is known for its classically British feel/cosy British setting,
offering gentle cruising, old-style cruising with traditions. The passengers are mostly British couples
of a certain age.

HOLLAND AMERICA LINE

Shore Excursion Operator: Bob Wood Cruise Group
With an average age of 55, Holland America passengers skew slightly older than those of some
major lines. On Alaska cruises, about 80 percent of cruisers are older than 50; about 40 percent are
over 65. Americans, Canadians, New Zealanders and Australians making up the majority of the
passenger base.
NOORDAM

Passengers:1,918 Crew: 891

Balanced between classic and contemporary, the Noordam’s smaller size gives an intimate feel and
makes it a good choice for mature travellers seeking a traditional cruise experience. (International
and domestic market, not pitching for families).
MAASDAM

Passengers: 1,258 Crew: 581

With its mid-sized capacity and classic styling, the Maasdam is a manageable and pleasant ship.
After eighteen years in service, it has retained some of the traditional sensibilities that appeal to its
older audience base (high tea, formal nights, ballroom dancing and displays of antiques) while
adding elements to appeal to younger audiences with newer features.

LA COMPANIE DU PONANT
Shore Excursion Operator: Abercrombie and Kent
LE LAPEROUSE*

Passengers: 184 Crew: 110

The first of Ponant’s Explorer-class of 6 expedition ships, Le Laperouse combines sleek and attractive
design with French flair and luxurious extras that are unusual in the adventure cruising space. The
debuted in 2018 with destination-intensive itineraries that take it to Iceland and Scandinavia, the
Mediterranean, the Seychelles and the Maldives. It’s built for active exploration, with a fleet of
Zodiacs.
While the company has become global with all cruises being bilingual, the atmosphere remains
French. The passengers are from an international mix, mostly European countries unless chartered
(America, England, Australia).

P&O CRUISES AUSTRALIA
Shore Excursion Operator: Bob Wood Cruise Group
PACIFIC ARIA

Passengers: 1260 Crew: 612

P&O set out to reinvent Australian cruising with Pacific Aria with its outstanding fresh look. Venues will
remind passengers of Melbourne’s laneway bars or Sydney’s glam restaurants. Aria’s bars and live
music are another highlight.
The line has been targeting families for the past decade but this cool new vibe will appeal to parents
in their 20s to 40s, as well as groups of friends and first-timers who might be put off by the traditional
cruising. The demographic on board ranges from party animals to peace seekers, retirees, couples
with kids and groups of friends. P&O cruises are not marketed overseas so the predominant
nationality is Australian, followed by NZ.

PACIFIC EXPLORER

Passengers: 1,997 Crew: 924

Transformed in 2017 from its former life as Dawn Princess, the Pacific Explorer is P&O Cruises' biggest
ship in Australia. It was refurbished with fun features with more family activities. Pacific Explorer will
appeal to P&O customers and first timers with no shortage of things to do in an attractive and
comfortable setting.

PRINCESS CRUISES
Shore Excursion Operator: Bob Wood Cruise Group
GOLDEN PRINCESS

Passengers: 2,590 Crew: 1,116

The Golden Princess splits its time between Australia, NZ, the South Pacific and Asia. The ship's size means there is
plenty of space for four swimming pools, whirlpools, restaurants and cafés, and a wide range of entertainment
venues. This ship is a great all-rounder for passengers of all ages, fun for families and suitable for older couples.
RUBY PRINCESS*

Passengers: 3,600 Crew: 1200

Excellent service and array of dining and entertainment options. The majority of Ruby Princess cruisers are north
American couples between 40 and 70. Many are past princess passengers and kids make up only a small
portion of the demographic. The ship sees more young adults, families and multigenerational groups on holiday
sailings, warmer itineraries and more nationality diversity on longer bucket-list cruises to exotic destinations.
SEA PRINCESS

Passengers: 1,950 Crew: 851

This mid-sized ship offers traditional features that make it a good choice for cruise travellers who want to feel like
they're onboard an oceangoing vessel rather than a theme park at sea. Good value for the high quality of food
and services. While Sea Princess is one of the line's oldest ships based in Australia, it has been well looked after
with thoughtful and regular refurbishments. During the most recent 2017 dry dock, the ship was modernised
without changing the onboard mood.
MAJESTIC PRINCESS

Passengers: 3,560 Crew: 1,345

Launched in 2017, Majestic Princess is the newest and largest Princess Cruises ship ever to sail in Australia and NZ.
Originally based in Shanghai and designed for the Chinese market, Majestic is not overwhelmingly Asian; it
should be more accurately described as international, given its French, Italian, American, Taiwanese and Aussie
touches to come. Wide range of venues, entertainment and dinning designed by Michelin-starred chefs.

ROYAL CARIBBEAN LINE
Shore Excursion Operator: Intercruises
Royal Caribbean typically appeals to couples and singles in their 30's to 50's, as well as multi-generational families.
The median age is in the low 40's on seven-night cruises and in the 30's on three-and four-night cruises. Passengers
on cruises ten days and longer tend to be 50-plus. Royal Caribbean attracts passengers that are looking for an
affordable, active vacation. During the Alaska summer season, count on cruising with mostly Americans and
Canadians. When the ship repositions Down Under, the Australians naturally come out in droves.
AZAMARA JOURNEY

Passengers: 1200 Crew:694

Unique programming, friendly service and impressive commitment to destination cruising with a great choice of
gateway and more time in port. The ship’s size lends itself to an amiable onboard atmosphere where staff get to
know the passengers. Because this ship has no set homeport, the passenger makeup changes on every cruises.
Shorter cruises of less than 2 weeks draw mostly older professionals, 48 to 35. longer sailings have more retirees.
RADIANCE OF THE SEAS

Passengers: 2,501 Crew: 883

With some of the best features from Royal Caribbean ships, Radiance offers plenty of diversity while maintaining
and intimate vide afforded by its modest size. Mostly international, although increasing domestic passengers.
Family friendly.
VOYAGER OF THE SEAS

Passengers: Crew:

Fun and active cruise experience, with never-before-seen features (ice skating rink, climbing wall, concert arena
etc). This ship is designed for the activity-minded and also attracts a high percentage of families. When sailing in
Australia the majority of passengers are locals.

SEABOURN CRUISE LINE
Shore Excursion Operator: Bob Wood Cruise Group
SEABOURN ENCORE*

Passengers: 604 Crew: 450

Seabourn Encore represent an evolution of Seabourn’s popular Odyssey-class ships. Passengers are a
mixt of North Americans, British, Australians and other Europeans. The aged group is mixed from late
40s to 70s and wealthy.

VIKING OCEAN CRUISES
Shore Excursion Operator: Intercruises
VIKING ORION

Passengers: 928 Crew: 452

Orion is a small ship that's big on amenities designed for those looking for relaxation alongside
their exploration. Cruisers on Viking Orion tend to be 55 and older. They're often well-travelled and
have the flexibility to take longer cruises, plus a desire to explore with like-minded travellers.
Passengers under 18 aren't permitted to sail. Americans, British and Australians make up the
primary passenger base, and English is the language spoken onboard.
VIKING SUN

Passengers: 930 Crew: 464

Viking Sun, the fourth in Viking Ocean Cruises' largely identical series of cruise ships, offers the
same standard of excellence found on its fleet. The Viking Sun feels like a Floating Boutique hotel
and is perfect for travellers who wants a destination-immersive cruise.

MSC CRUISES
Shore Excursion Operator: Bob Wood Cruise Group
MSC MAGNIFICA*

Passengers: 2,550 Crew: 1,027

MSC Magnifica is one of the Musica-class ships, which debuted in 2006 and include sister ships
MSC Musica, Orchestra and Poesia, with Magnifica the last to join the quartet in 2010. While
English is the main onboard language, MSC attracts passengers from mainland Europe and
beyond.
The passengers, as a result of Magnifica homeporting in Southampton, are mostly British. The ship
has a cosmopolitan vibe created by the many different nationalities onboard (usually at least 20
or more). It's a very inclusive line, attracting all types of passengers including couples, families,
groups of friends and a small sprinkling of solo travellers. In general, they are younger than cruisers
on more traditional ships.

SILVERSEAS CRUISES
Shore Excursion Operator: Intercruises
SILVER MUSE*

Passengers: 596 Crew: 569

This ship is for passengers who are looking for the outstanding service on a luxury cruising
experience. Butlers take care of reservations and appointments, wait staff learn passengers’
preferences, etc. Silver Muse feels refined and relaxed.
Passengers on Silver Muse are generally in the baby boomer category, which Silversea targets (55
and older). Silver Muse draws an international crowd, particularly on more exotic and longer
voyages; while the majority may be from the United States, you'll encounter British, Australians,
Europeans and South Americans as well. No matter their nationality, passengers are well
travelled.

Promotional Opportunities
Tasmanian Travel and Information
Centre (TTIC), Hobart
TTIC Tour Lists


To assist the TTIC team, each travel advisor and volunteer is serviced with a list
detailing tours in order of daily departure times.



All southern based brochures and advertisers with the TTIC will receive an email
request a month prior to each ship arrival. They will be asked to update the
centralised Google document with each departing tour offered.



Preference for sales will be given to Bookeasy instant confirmation product listings.

TTIC Arrivals Guide


50,000 distributed per cruise season given out via the volunteers, at the pier in
racks and through the TTIC



advertising includes a slot in the brochure rack at Mac2



printed in September in time for the first cruise ship early October.

TTIC Brochure Rack at Mac2


brochures are displayed in a prime position



brochures are handed out from the Information Desk at Mac2 which is staffed
by TTIC staff and volunteers



adverting costs: $200 DL or $300 A4 per season.

Advertise with DST
Posters in Mac2 Terminal
On behalf of TasPorts, DST will continue to manage display posters in the
Mac2 Terminal, as part of the welcome to Hobart. They are A0 corflute
posters, mounted on timber partitions and can feature your business name,
location, website, QR code, etc., but no pricing. We encourage advertisers to
consider including a postcard or a DL brochure mounted on the corflute
poster.
DST Members: $990 + GST
Non Members: $1100 + GST

Hawking and Parking Permit


As part of ensuring a professional approach to engaging with cruise
visitors to Hobart, DST has worked with TasPorts to create the opportunity
for independent tour operators to promote and sell their services in a
designated area near the cruise terminal for the 2018/2019 cruise season.



The “Hawking Area” will provide space for eight operators to promote
and sell their experiences. The selection process will be by application to
DST. Operators who are successful in being granted a Hawking Permit will
also be given a parking spot, located on the waterside of Hunter Street,
opposite the Henry Jones Art Hotel.
Cost: $2550+ GST for the full season
(October 15th 2019 –June 20/21st 2020)
For details contact Anne Menegat, Destination Southern Tasmania,
T: 03 6223 5650
E: anne@southerntasmania.com.au

